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Charge 
 

Basic Information 
 

Engine/Programming Language: 
 

MonoGame – C#. Provides a good framework for easily designing small, 2D PC platformers. 

 

Project Length: 
 

8 weeks 

 

Game Summary: 
 

You are a robot and you’ve found yourself in a rather unfortunate position: standing on a never 

ending trail of disconnected, floating platforms between two deadly electrical barriers with 

nothing but a faulty battery and three special functions to help you survive. The deadly electrical 

barriers are constantly moving to the right, and they seem to be getting faster! Survive for as long 

as possible by avoiding obstacles, picking up batteries, and regulating your charge (and speed) so 

that you can stay on top of platforms and between the two barriers. 

 

Gameplay: 

 

Charge is a 2D, side scrolling endless runner. The player is constantly running to the right, 

jumping from platform to platform in order to avoid falling off screen and hitting obstacles (like 

enemies or barriers). The longer the player survives, the higher their score. 

 

There is a charge-remaining meter. The robot uses his charge to run, and his running speed is 

proportional to the amount of charge remaining. As power drains, the robot loses speed. Power is 

always draining (unless it hits 0, then the robot is still). In order to recharge and speed up again, 

the player can collect batteries which are scattered pseudo-randomly throughout the run. The 

batteries will give you an immediate charge boost (and consequently, a speedup). 

 

On either side of the robot, there are moving electrical barriers which must be avoided, lest the 

robot be destroyed. These barriers move to the right at a steadily increasing pace and the player 

must carefully collect/avoid the batteries to control the robot’s speed. Move too slowly, and the 

robot will hit the back barrier – too quickly, and he will hit the front. 

 

The robot has access to three special abilities (functions): Discharge, Fire, and Super Charge. 

Discharge causes an explosion around the robot which will destroy nearby enemies, but it will 

also dramatically drain charge. Fire shoots a bullet straight ahead, which can kill a single enemy 

or destroy a single wall (note: not electrical barrier). It costs a small amount of charge. Super 



Charge will grant the player a significant boost in charge and speed. All power-ups share a 

lengthy global cooldown and are intended to be used as last resort options. 

 

Because of the charge side-effects given to special abilities, they also serve to help the player 

manage speed. If the player finds themselves moving much too quickly, they may use discharge 

to dramatically slow down; if they’re going too slowly, and about to get destroyed by the back 

barrier, they can use super charge to boost ahead. The fire ability only slightly decreases charge, 

and would be less helpful in terms of speed management. As such, we may decide to make fire’s 

global cooldown slightly shorter than the other two special abilities, though in the end it will 

come down to playtesting results. 

 

Original Concept: 

 

Robot Unicorn Attack where the player must use pickups to try and control speed. 

 

Team                                   Organization: 

                                            

This game needs a small team: three or four, mainly programmers.  An artist would be helpful, as 

would a musician. One level designer could be useful, but levels will be randomly generated, so 

they would spend most time adjusting numbers in a level generator. Having people to do quality 

assurance is always a plus. 

  



Game Design 
 

Game Interface Sections: 

 

 Main Menu - Title with scrolling level in background (no character, just for decoration) 

o Start Button – Goes to Running Scene 

o High Score Button – Goes to High Score Table Scene 

o Options Button – Goes to Options Scene 

o Credits Button – Goes to Credits Scene 

 Running Scene 

o The area where the actual running gameplay takes place. 

 Game Over Scene 

o Provides quick, easy retry and quit options 

 High Score Table Scene 

o Displays top 10 scores achieved on that local machine 

 Credit Scene 

o Displays credits. 

 Options 

o Change Difficulty Level (if implemented), Toggle Music, etc 

 

 

Player Interaction Pattern: 

 

Single Player vs Game 

 

Objectives: 
 

Survive for as long as possible. 

Get a high score 

 

Procedures: 
 

Spacebar                   - Jump 

A / Left Arrow Key  - Discharge 

S / Down Arrow Key  - Fire 

D / Right Arrow Key  - Super Charge 

 

The player uses spacebar to jump, avoiding obstacles and gaps in the ground. When in a tight 

spot, he can use the various special abilities to modulate speed and destroy enemies. These 

combine to give the player a fighting chance of surviving for a reasonable amount of time. 

 

 

Rules: 

 

 The player is always running right with a speed proportional to the amount of charge he has 

remaining. 



 The player’s charge is constantly decreasing as he runs. 

 Platforms have one-way collisions; they are “jump through platforms.” 

o In other words, the player can jump up through a platform from underneath, but when 

he falls back down on top of it, he will collide and remain on top of the platform 

through which he just jumped. 

 Electrical barriers move constantly right with a gradually increasing speed. 

 There is no way to go over or under an electrical barrier. 

 If the player hits an enemy or a barrier, or falls off the bottom of the screen, he/she will get a 

game over screen and be offered the choice to retry or quit. 

 When a player runs into a battery, the battery will disappear and the player will gain some 

charge (and consequently, speed). 

 The score starts at 0 and increases steadily over time. 

 Walking enemies move backwards and forwards, turning at the edge of their platform. 

 Obstacle frequency (Enemies and Barriers) increases with score, but eventually cap out to 

prevent impossible moments of gameplay. 

 

Resources: 

 

 Charge 

o How much power the robot has remaining, constantly draining, only replenished via 

Batteries 

 Batteries 

o Collect to gain charge 

 Score 

o Increases Steadily Over Time. Resets to 0 on death. 

 Special Abilities 

o The global cooldown limits the use of special abilities, making the player’s 

management of their use an important part of the game. 

 

Win Conditions/Outcomes: 
 

The player runs for as long as he can with the score steadily increasing. The outcome is the score 

at time of death, which the player will want to maximize. 

 

 

Game Mechanics: 

 

 Basic Running Mechanic 

o The player constantly runs to the right – the camera moves with him, keeping him 

fixed at a location along the horizontal axis of the screen. 

o The player has no direct control over their horizontal speed, they can only use the 

batteries and special abilities to try and manage it. 

o The robot runs fearlessly to the right and will smash into anything the player doesn’t 

avoid. The robot will also fall down any holes over which the player fails to jump. 



o The player’s primary method of evasion is jumping. Backed up by the three last-

resort special abilities. 

 

 The Charge Mechanic 

o The player’s speed is proportional to the amount of charge remaining. 

o As the player runs, his/her charge steadily decreases. 

o Thus, the players speed is always gradually decreasing. 

o The player may run into batteries in order to recharge and speed up. 

o Because of this, the player must constantly be aware of their speed, switching 

between trying to avoid and trying to collect the batteries. Collecting too many 

batteries will leave you going too quickly, and you will hit the barrier in front. 

Collecting too few will leave you too slow, and the barrier behind will hit you. 

o Because the speed of the electrical barriers increases over time, the player has to 

average a higher charge the longer they play, meaning their average speed will need 

to increase over time, creating a natural difficulty curve. 

 

 The Collision Mechanic 

o Platforms are jump-through platforms, meaning no collisions will occur on contact 

with the sides or bottom of the platforms. 

o When the bottom of the player collides with the top of a platform, and the player is 

falling, the player’s vertical velocity will drop to 0 (i.e. he will land on the platform 

and stop falling). 

o Player collisions with enemies will result in player death.  

o Collision boxes will be rectangular - with the possibility of change based on testing 

experience. 

 

Extension: 

 

 Record additional statistics to display on the game over screen 

o Things like number of enemies killed, special abilities used, and amount of time a 

side barrier was actually in screen. 

 Flare and “sparkles” – i.e screen shaking, light flashes when speed increases, etc. 

 A “level up” sequence when the charge bar fills up. 

o Change the background and platform artwork/color. 

o Bar begins to refill with another color. 

 More playable runners. 

 Multiple options for special abilities, but the player may still only equip 3 per run. The player 

must choose which ones to use. 

  



Game Asset Requirements 
 

Programming: 

 

We will use Monogame, which will be very helpful in programming the basic running, jumping, 

and collisions. Note: The player “running” right will probably be done most effectively by 

having the player stand still and the rest of the world move left. 

 

Another crucial programming task is the endless, psuedo-random level generator. We must 

somehow generate infinitely long levels that will never put the player in an impossible situation. 

Details are likely to change dramatically throughout development, but we want to take great care 

when randomly calculating spawn locations of platforms, batteries, and obstacles, always 

guaranteeing that there is somewhere for the player to go, and there will never be too many or 

too few enemies, batteries, etc… This will be a big challenge, and balancing will be very 

difficult, but it is possible given much playtesting and good software development methods: we 

should make absolutely sure to store important factors in the level generation system (such as 

minimum/maximum platform size, distance between platforms, and so on…) in locations where 

they can be easily changed and experimented with. 

  

Visual content: 

 

The game will be 2D. We will need assets for: 

 

 Player. 

o Ideally, the robot will be rocket powered and fly (or roll on wheels) so that we don’t 

need a running animation. 

 Batteries 

o Must clearly contrast with background 

 Ground 

o Must clearly contrast with background 

o Must be easily tiled or stretched horizontally. 

 Enemies 

o A sprite for at least one enemy, multiple could be added as extension.  

 Background image while running, preferably one that wraps horizontally. 

 Title Screen 

 Death/Score screen 

 Main Menu Buttons 

 If level up extension: more background and ground tile artwork for future levels. 

 

The UI for running will require some indication of charge remaining (probably a health-bar 

looking meter), the available special abilities, and the status the special ability cooldown. 

 

Audio content: 

 

We want an upbeat, quickly paced music track to play while running. Ideally, it would be a 

techno track, to match the robot theme. If we have extra time, it would be nice to have another 



track for the title screen, but if resources are limited, we can use the same song for both 

scenarios. 

 

For sound effects, the following (all with a tech theme): 

 Collecting a battery 

 Death 

 Using the Discharge Special Ability 

 Using the Fire Special Ability 

 Using the Super Charge Special Ability 

 Enemy Death 

 

Game Units: 
 

The game will only contain one “level” but it will be randomly generated each time the game is 

played, so the player never runs the same exact track twice. 

 

A significant amount of work will be required to program up a random level generator. If any 

parts of a level are to be hand-crafted (level transitions, first few platforms, etc), we will have to 

dedicate some time to design a simple method for their construction (color coded png files, for 

example). This is a lower priority, however, since most, if not all level creation is generated 

pseudo-randomly.



This mockup was created to so the group could clearly communicate and agree upon a desired artistic style for the game. 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 
 


